Monumental, Interactive & Fun Public Art in Rosslyn

Description — (Some hills)
Arlington is home to more than sixty permanent public art projects. On this short, self-guided walking tour, learn about the Rosslyn neighborhood’s celebrated public art and robust network of spectacular public spaces. Highlights include monumental sculptures, an LED artwork, and Dark Star Park, the first work of public art in Arlington County.

Length — Approximately 1.5 miles
How to Access — Visit CarFreeNearMe™ for all your transportation options.
Created with — Arlington Arts. Updated in 2020.

**Walking Route**

**Description** — (Some hills)
Arlington is home to more than sixty permanent public art projects. On this short, self-guided walking tour, learn about the Rosslyn neighborhood’s celebrated public art and robust network of spectacular public spaces. Highlights include monumental sculptures, an LED artwork, and Dark Star Park, the first work of public art in Arlington County.

**Length** — Approximately 1.5 miles

**How to Access** — Visit CarFreeNearMe™ for all your transportation options.

**Created with** — Arlington Arts. Updated in 2020.

---

**Walking Route (1 mile)**

**Rosslyn Skywalk Routes**

**Key Bridge, to Georgetown**

**Description** — (Some hills)
Arlington is home to more than sixty permanent public art projects. On this short, self-guided walking tour, learn about the Rosslyn neighborhood’s celebrated public art and robust network of spectacular public spaces. Highlights include monumental sculptures, an LED artwork, and Dark Star Park, the first work of public art in Arlington County.

**Length** — Approximately 1.5 miles

**How to Access** — Visit CarFreeNearMe™ for all your transportation options.

**Created with** — Arlington Arts. Updated in 2020.